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Abstract: Recent improvements in the field of assistive technologies have led to innovative solutions
aiming at increasing the capabilities of people with disability, helping them in daily activities with
applications that span from cognitive impairments to developmental disabilities. In particular, in the
case of Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), the need to obtain active feedback in order to extract
subsequently meaningful data becomes of fundamental importance. In this work, a study about the
possibility of understanding the visual exploration in children with ASD is presented. In order to
obtain an automatic evaluation, an algorithm for free (i.e., without constraints, nor using additional
hardware, infrared (IR) light sources or other intrusive methods) gaze estimation is employed.
Furthermore, no initial calibration is required. It allows the user to freely rotate the head in the
field of view of the sensor, and it is insensitive to the presence of eyeglasses, hats or particular
hairstyles. These relaxations of the constraints make this technique particularly suitable to be used in
the critical context of autism, where the child is certainly not inclined to employ invasive devices, nor
to collaborate during calibration procedures.The evaluation of children’s gaze trajectories through
the proposed solution is presented for the purpose of an Early Start Denver Model (ESDM) program
built on the child’s spontaneous interests and game choice delivered in a natural setting.
Keywords: assistive computer vision; activity recognition; affective computing
1. Introduction
Recent improvements in the field of assistive technologies have led to innovative solutions aiming
at increasing the capabilities of people with disability, helping them in daily activities with applications
that span from cognitive impairments to developmental disabilities [1,2]. Autism is characterized by
developmental difficulties in communication, social interaction and behavioral flexibility, alongside
highly repetitive stereotypical behaviors and/or restricted interests [3]. Identifying effective,
community-based specialized interventions for young children with autism spectrum disorder is
an international clinical and research priority [4]. There exists considerable phenotypic variation of
ASD involving the pace of language development, the presence of epilepsy and the range of cognitive
ability. What does appear to be common to individuals across the spectrum are atypical behavioral
responses to sensory information. Thus, sensory processing concerns have been a key feature of
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ASD clinical diagnosis and clinical description (assessment) [5]. In particular, there is mounting
evidence for disruption of visual processing pathways. Individuals with Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) often display enhanced attention to details and exhibit restricted and repetitive behaviors.
Anyway, this is a still debated clinical issue given the mixed experimental results, the variety of
stimuli used and the different experimental procedures [6]. Moreover, due to a lack of comprehensive
eye-movement modeling techniques, it is currently unknown whether these behavioral effects are also
evident during scene viewing [7]. For this reason, there is a thriving scientific activity aimed at defining
methods to analyze eye-tracking time-course data, enabling detailed characterization of viewing
strategies. These methods range from manual annotation to advanced devices based on automatic
eye-tracking strategies [8] that are based on the reflection of near-infrared light from the cornea and the
pupil. On the one hand, this technology assures high accuracy (precision <1 visual degree, sampling
rate 50–300 Hz), but on the other hand, it can be obtrusive (if it makes use of helmets or glasses),
unsuitable for the analysis in social contexts since it is integrated within a display monitor (e.g., Tobii
Technology Models TX300, T60XL or T120, Tobiipro, Danderyd, Stockholm, Sweden) or may require
more manual adjustments as table-top versions do (e.g., Tobii Technology TX300, X120, Tobiipro,
Danderyd, Stockholm, Sweden; Applied Science Laboratories Model D6 Optics, Applied Science
Laboratories, Bedford, MA, USA; SR Research Model EyeLink 1000, SR Research Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada) [9].These technological drawbacks lead to a series of difficulties in the implementation of
visual behavioral studies in young children with ASD, especially in non-verbal ones. It follows that
perceptive exploration in children with ASD has not been deeply studied yet, even if it is well known
that this is a central topic of research, especially for the early diagnosis considering that signs of autism
(that are not reliably present at birth) surface between the ages of 6 and 12 months [10].
In 2008, a case study reported by Vismara and Rogers showed a reduction in autistic symptoms
thanks to a novel paradigm for treatment of autism based on a early intervention: the Early Start
Denver Model (ESDM) [11], whose effectiveness has been proven in [12]. The work in [13] illustrates
the efficacy of the ESDM for children with autism in improving cognitive and adaptive behaviors and
reducing severity of ASD diagnosis, while the role of children’s motivation in treatment with the ESDM
is emphasized in [14]. In order to motivate children, the authors recommend putting participants in
a situation where there are many age-appropriate toys and then to observe what children do. In such
a situation, children will probably watch toys that are more interesting to them, although the absence
of protodeclarative gestures in children with autism [15,16] can represent a problem for the therapist.
In addition, the possibility of providing a choice between activities or materials for completion of
activities in the on-task behavior to people with autism spectrum disorders shows higher levels of
on-task behavior than in the no-choice condition [17]. In general, intervention and support should
be individualized and, if appropriate, multidimensional and multidisciplinary [18]. Unfortunately,
as a matter of fact, without technological devices, it is difficult to understand whether an object is
attracting or not the attention of autistic children since they can use gestures or vocalization to express
their needs by protoimperative gestures, but usually they do not communicate about objects of shared
interest by protodeclarative gestures [15,16].
In light of the above, there is a strong motivation for investigating technological alternatives
to solve the problem of analyzing visual exploration for individuals affected by ASD [19].
Computer vision technology has a unique opportunity to impact the study of children’s behavior,
by providing a means to automatically capture behavioral data in a non-invasive manner and analyze
behavioral interactions. Computational sensing and modeling techniques can play an important role
in the capture, measurement, analysis and understanding of human behavior; this research area is
called “behavior imaging”. The ability to automatically measure behavioral variables using computer
vision-based sensing could be valuable in enabling the collection of behavioral data on a large scale
without requiring substantial human effort. Behavior imaging technology can play several roles in
support of a screening instrument. It can provide cost-effective tools for managing large collections
of video and other data sources recorded during screening sessions. In particular, it can enable
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summarization, content-based retrieval, visualization and comparison of observational data across
populations and over time, to an extent that is not feasible using conventional manual methods [20].
In this work, a study about the possibility to understand the visual exploration in children with
ASD is presented. In order to obtain an automatic evaluation, an algorithm for free (i.e., without
constraints, nor using additional hardware, IR light sources or other intrusive methods) gaze estimation
is employed. Furthermore, no initial calibration is required. It allows the user to freely rotate the
head in the field of view of the sensor, and it is insensitive to the presence of eyeglasses, hats or
particular hairstyles. These relaxations of the constraints make this technique particularly suitable to
be used in the critical context of autism, where the child is certainly not inclined to employ invasive
devices, nor to collaborate during calibration procedures. The evaluation of children’s gaze trajectory
through the proposed solution is presented for the purpose of an ESDM program built on the child’s
spontaneous interests and game choice delivered in a natural setting. In particular, the technique is
used in a scenario where a closet containing specific toys, which are neatly disposed by the therapist, is
opened to the child. After a brief environment exploration, the child freely chooses the desired toy that
will be subsequently used during therapy. The video acquisition has been accomplished by an RGBD
sensor, in particular a Microsoft Kinect, hidden in the closet in order to obtain a depth image that can
be processed by the estimation algorithm, therefore computing gaze tracks by intersection with data
coming from the well-known initial disposition of toys. The rest of the manuscript is organized as
follows: In Section 2, the main contributions of the proposed approach are highlighted with reference
to the related works in the state of the art. In Section 3, the proposed method is described, while the
experimental setups together with both quantitative and qualitative evaluations are described and
discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Main Contributions and Related Works
From a medical perspective, the subject of this paper relies on the experimental evidence of the
relationship between gestures and diagnosis/assessment of ASD. The work in [21] demonstrated that,
also in preverbal children, the absence of protodeclarative gestures is considered a discriminating
item between infants who had later been diagnosed with autism and typically developing infants.
The work in [22] showed that the absence of protodeclarative pointing, gaze-monitoring and demand
to play in children 18 months old, in 83.3% of cases, predicts a future diagnosis of autism. In [23],
protodeclarative gestures are considered a key behavior. People with autism show atypically gaze
behaviors: in real social situations, they show reduced salience of eyes and increased salience of
mouths, bodies and objects [24,25] and look significantly less at the partner in dyadic interactions,
unlike typically developing children [26]. In artificial social situations (for example, when they see
a cartoon or a movie with social actors, or in static photos, or in virtual reality, etc.), people with autism
attend to characters’ faces for less time than typically developing people [27,28], and in the experiment
presented in [29], they looked less at the center of subjects’ faces compared to the control group.
Visual atypical behaviors also affect the way in which individuals with ASD observe the scene;
in [25], it is shown that children with ASD, compared to typically developing people, are more attracted
by background objects. Many studies show an abnormal exploration of object stimuli [30]; the work
in [31], for example, showed that, compared with typically developing people, people with ASD
are more perseverative in their fixations of the details of images and that their fixations are more
detail-oriented, while in [32], it is shown that infants later diagnosed with ASD are more attentive to
non-social stimuli during interactions with an unfamiliar experimenter and that they shift attention
among visual targets less frequently than high and low-risk typically developing children. By a simple
preferential looking task, the authors of [33] showed that 40% of the autistic cross sample spent greater
than 50% of the viewing time fixating on dynamic geometric images rather than dynamic social images.
Several experimental protocols for the diagnosis and understanding of developmental disorders
make use of video footage analysis to measure such elements as response time, attention changes and
social interaction [34]. Many approaches to technology-enhanced intervention rely on educational
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methods shown to result in good outcomes and can be used to specify design principles needed for
engineering successful technology-enhanced intervention tools [35]. Concerning the technological
issues faced in this paper, several works have introduced the usage of eye-tracking to investigate
gaze behavior in individuals with disorders on the autism spectrum. Such studies typically focus on
the processing of socially-salient stimuli, suggesting that eye-tracking techniques have the potential
to offer insight into the downstream difficulties in everyday social interaction that such individuals
experience [36,37]. These works involve video clips of people engaged in social interaction [24] or
images of human faces [38,39]; typical tasks are the study of the fixation patterns and the evaluation
of the capacity of people with autism to recognize different emotions [40,41]. Other works have
investigated the attentional bias for people with autism to follow others’ gaze/head-turn direction [42],
since several studies suggested that the ability to follow the gaze of another person is impaired in the
case of autism [43,44].
Anyhow, it is interesting to note how the majority of eye-tracking studies in ASD are built on the
analysis of the macro-structure of gaze behaviors (i.e., the proportion of time a participant looks at
a specific region of the scene over the whole trial duration) [45], by using, again, video clips [46] or
by analyzing the gaze patterns and visual motion of the child while watching a specific event [47,48].
In any case, the aforementioned systems rely on active and invasive eye-tracking technologies (which
despite their popularity, suffer from the limitation of all pupil-based eye trackers, i.e., that changes in
pupil size introduce deviations in the estimated direction of gaze [49]). The main disadvantage is that
participants are passive, and the scenes usually depict a restricted and static field-of-view. Works that
try to overcome these limitations rely on head-mounted eye-tracking systems [50,51]. In particular, the
last one has been successfully employed for investigating gaze patterns in the case of autism [26], but
in many cases, the autistic children could be strongly reluctant to their usage, even with the risk to
acquire “contaminated” data and to invalidate the experiments.
Considering this well-known difficulty in interacting with autistic people, natural environments
that rely on non-invasive sensing technologies have spread in the last few years [52]. The possibility to
monitor a child and to analyze his/her behavior without any invasive device improves the reliability of
the experiments and provides new perspectives about the understanding of his/her visual exploration.
Despite this, to the best of our knowledge, no work has investigated yet the visual exploration of
a closet containing toys to be used in therapy in the case of children with autism spectrum disorder.
From a technical perspective, the employed solution is based on the work of [53], and it works by
processing depth and RGB images extracted from a range sensor, e.g., Microsoft Kinect (www.microsoft.com/
en-us/kinectforwindows/) and ASUS Xtion Pro Live (www.asus.com/Multimedia/). The subject is related
to those papers describing systems aiming at understanding processes underlying visual perception.
Such systems generally fall into two categories, i.e., remote tracking systems, where the subject is
recorded with an external camera (as this paper does), and head-mounted eye trackers (unsuitable for
use in the application context addressed in this paper). The main challenges that have to be faced in
remote eye tracking are the robust detection of face and eyes of the subjects [54]. Several techniques
have been proposed, but a few of them can be effectively exploited in natural environments [55], unless
depth information is included for detailed facial tracking. This is still an open challenge, and a detailed
and up-to-date review can be found in [56].
The contributions of the work under consideration are the following:
• it proposes an unobtrusive technique to estimate the gaze ray;
• the proposed technique was quantitatively evaluated on both adults and children;
• qualitative evaluation was then performed on children with ASD in a treatment room equipped
with a closet containing toys properly disposed by the therapists; the children were asked to
explore the closet’s content and to pick up a toy that would be used during the subsequent
therapeutic session;
• the system supplies gaze-tracks, hit-maps and overall statistics that can be exploited by the
therapist to better perform the behavioral analysis of the individuals;
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• the system is low-cost, and it makes use of commercial depth sensors;
• no calibration, nor training phases are required;
• privacy principles in the field of ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence are complied
with, according to [57,58].
3. Proposed Free Gaze Estimation Method
The acquired data are processed by a multistage approach performing, at first, head pose
estimation using both depth and color streams. The head pose estimation algorithm computes
the exact position of the head with regards to the sensor, in terms of yaw, pitch and roll angles.
Unfortunately, any gaze estimation that does not take into account the localization of the eye centers
is highly inaccurate [59], especially for some kinds of applications. For this reason, the proposed
approach, as a second step, computes pupil localization over the RGB data. This additional information
is then used to improve the initial gaze estimation by means of the computation of a correction factor
for the angles of the 3D model. Figure 1 gives an overview of the proposed solution, whereas the
following subsections describe in detail each computational step.
Figure 1. A block diagram of the gaze estimation method.
3.1. Head Pose Estimation
In this step, the detection of the human face and the estimation of its pose are performed: input
data are RGB and depth streams, which are the inputs to the following algorithmic steps. First of
all, face detection is performed on the RGB images by matching the appearance with predetermined
models. After the first detection, it is then possible to track the detected face over time, reducing in
this way the computational load needed to process the input streams. Detection of the characteristic
points of the face and their temporal tracking are based on the Active Appearance Model (AAM) [60].
The subsequent step consists of building a 3D model of the detected face by the Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) [61] technique by which a 3D point cloud model is iteratively aligned with the available 2D
facial features (target). The used 3D face model is the Candide-3 [62], a parametrized mask specifically
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developed for model-based coding of human faces. This model has been chosen since it provides more
detailed information than classical methods like the Cylinder Head Model (CHM) [63] or the elliptical
one [64]. In particular, using Candide-3 model, it is possible to get the positions of the eye centers that
will be used in Section 3.3. The 3D head pose is finally estimated in terms of pitch, yaw and roll angles,
hereinafter denoted as ωx, ωy and ωz, respectively.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the head pose estimation module, while Figure 3 shows the
visual outcomes of this phase for two different acquired frames.
Figure 2. A schematic representation of the head pose estimation module.
Figure 3. Two outputs of the head pose estimation modules.
3.2. Pupil Detection
In this step, the RGB stream is processed in order to detect the pupils of the eyes. The proposed
solution operates on periocular images automatically cropped from facial regions. The rough positions
of the left and right eye regions are initially estimated using anthropometric relations. In fact, pupils
are always contained within two regions starting from 20%× 30% (left eye) and 60%× 30% (right eye)
of the detected face region, with dimensions of 25%× 20% of the latter. In other words, the boundaries
of left and right eyes are defined as:
lx = 0.20×W f
rx = 0.60×W f
ly = ry = 0.30× H f
Wl = Wr = 0.25×W f
Hl = Hr = 0.2× H f
where W f and H f are the width and height of the facial region, Wl and Hl are the width and height of
the left eye region, Wr and Hr are the width and height of the right eye region and lx, ly, rx, ry define
the top-left points of the left and right region, respectively. To better understand this step, please refer
to Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The rough localization of the eye regions. Labels are explained in the text.
The cropped patches are the inputs of the algorithmic procedure aiming at detecting the precise
locations of the eye pupils. A schematic representation of the involved algorithmic procedure is shown
in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Scheme of the pupil detection module.
For each input image, on the one hand, the self-similarity scores are computed in each pixel
and, on the other, the differential analysis of the intensity levels is performed. The outcomes of
these preliminary steps are then normalized and integrated in a joint representation. The resulting
accumulation space is then convolved with a Gaussian kernel in order to allow the areas with the
highest average score (on a neighborhood defined by the sigma of the kernel) to excel over those
having some occasional large value mainly due to some noise. In particular, the sigma value can be
chosen equal to the value of the most likely pupil radius emerging from self-similarity and differential
analysis, which, of course, are performed along different scales in order to make the whole procedure
independent of the distance between the face and the acquisition device. Finally, the peak in the
achieved data structure is found, and it is assumed to correspond to the center of the eye.
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3.3. Gaze Estimation
In this final step, the information about head pose and pupil locations is merged in order to
get a fine gaze estimation. The merging process starts by computing the 3D coordinates of the eye
center points taken from the facial mask placed as described in Section 3.1. In the developed solution,
only the gaze track passing through one eye is considered since taking into account both eyes would
require additional knowledge about how, for each specific person, the eyes are aligned and, moreover,
a mutual error compensation scheme should be introduced. The method works in two stages: in the
first stage, a coarse gaze is estimated by head pose information and 3D position of the eye center, while
in the second stage, the whole 3D position of the pupil is integrated in the scheme in order to get
a more accurate gaze vector. In the first stage, the gaze track is computed and its intersection with
a vertical plane with regard to the ground and passing from the center of the sensor is calculated. Note
that with this method, it is possible to achieve also the intersection point with every plane parallel to
the considered one, just adding a translation parameter k that will be algebraically added to the depth
information, then using the exposed procedure.
The intersection point is computed separately for each angle and using the same method, and the
euclidean distance from the sensor can hereafter be computed. The procedure is shown for one angle
in Figure 6 and described in the following. The following equations are stated based on a right-handed
coordinate system (with the origin at the sensor location, z axis pointing towards the user and y axis
pointing up). The depth sensor is able to give the information about the length of the segment AC as the
component tz of the translation vector T. It follows that, knowing a side and an angle, the right-angled
triangle ÂBC can be completely solved. In particular, AB = ACcos ωy and BC =
√
AB2 − AC2. Using the
same coordinate system, it is possible to compute also the Cartesian equation of the gaze ray as the












with zA = 0 for the particular plane under consideration.
Figure 6. Gaze estimation by head pose.
In case of translations on the x and y axes, the vector can be algebraically summed up with the
computed value, in order to translate the gaze vector to the right position.
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To accomplish the appropriate correction, the 3D geometric model of the eye proposed by [65]
has been considered. It must be noticed indeed that the eye is not shaped like a perfect sphere,
rather like a fused two-piece unit. Anyway, the usage of a perfect sphere with an estimated radius of
12 mm [66] is suitable to adequately modelthe eye, considering the available information extractable
from a consumer depth sensor and Kinect maximum camera resolution. In light of this, the following
three parameters can be introduced to completely solve the problem of gaze estimation (for one eye):
• Eye center: the 3D coordinates of the center of the eye, on the eye sphere surface; their values are
extracted from the 3D overlapped mask, denoted by:
EyeCtr = (xEyeCtr, yEyeCtr, zEyeCtr);
• Pupil center: the 3D coordinates of the center of the eye’s pupil; their values are derived from the
pupil detection module, denoted by:
EyePupCtr = (xEyePupCtr, yEyePupCtr, zEyePupCtr);
• Eyeball center: the 3D coordinates of the center of the sphere that models the eye; it is a variable
that is not visible and whose position can only be estimated, denoted by:
EyeBallCtr = (xEyeBallCtr, yEyeBallCtr, zEyeBallCtr);
At a first step, the parameter EyeBallCtr must be computed; it can be estimated as the point that
lies 12 mm behind the eye center, in the direction (meant as the straight line) previously computed.
Indicating with RadiusEB this value, it follows that:
EyeBallCtr =

x = xEyeCtr ± |RadiusEB
cos ωx sin ωy|
y = yEyeCtr ± |RadiusEB
cos ωy sin ωx|
z = RadiusEB cos ωx cos ωy
+zEyeCtr
(2)
where the sign ± depends on a, respectively, negative or positive pitch (yaw) angle of the specified
coordinate system.
This 3D point represents the center of the sphere of the considered eye. From this point,
it is possible to compute the straight line that passes through EyePupCtr and EyeBallCtr with
Equation (1). Thus, the xIP and yIP coordinates on the image plane (with z = 0) can be computed by
using Equation (3). xIP =
zEyeBallCtr
zEyeBallCtr−zEyePupCtr (xEyePupCtr − xEyeBallCtr) + xEyeBallCtr
yIP =
zEyeBallCtr
zEyeBallCtr−zEyePupCtr (yEyePupCtr − yEyeBallCtr) + yEyeBallCtr
(3)
Figure 7 gives an overview of the proposed method (viewed from above): the straight line r
(replicated with the parallel straight line r′ passing through the nose, for clarity to the reader, as well
as for the angle ωy) represents a rough estimation by using head pose information only. Anyway,
this information or, more precisely, the corresponding vector unit (from this view, only the angle ωy
is visible) is used to estimate the 3D coordinates of EyeBallCtr and, thus, to use the new gaze ray to
infer the user’s point of view. Note that all the key parameters of the method have voluntarily been
enlarged in the figure, for the sake of clarity. The corrected gaze track has been colored in red, in order
to distinguish it from the rough estimation.
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Figure 7. A schematic representation of the gaze correction.
Finally, in order to represent the real intersection point with the environment and to realize
experimental tests, coordinates are normalized to image plane coordinates with the generic formula,





where boundup and boundlow are the two bounds, in meters, of the space, and size(I) is the width
(or height, depending on the coordinate in exam), expressed in pixels.
4. Experimental Results and Discussion
Two different experimental phases were carried out. In the first one, a quantitative evaluation of
the accuracy of the proposed gaze estimator was carried out by considering a specific experimental
setting and involving both adults and children. The description of the experimental setup and outcomes
is reported and discussed in Section 4.1. In the second phase, the proposed method to estimate the
gaze ray was put into operation and qualitatively evaluated in a real scenario for the treatment of
children with ASD. The related experimental setup and the pertinent data acquisition protocols are
detailed in Section 4.2.
4.1. Evaluation of the System Accuracy
In this experimental phase, a Microsoft Kinect device, positioned at a height of 150 cm from the
ground, was used as the depth sensor. A square (2 m per side) panel, with nine circular markers stuck
on it, was placed behind the sensor. The circular markers were distributed on three rows, three markers
on each row, with a distance of 50 cm from each other. The technical setup is described in Figure 8
where it is possible also to observe that the markers were divided into three subsets. This breakdown
was done in order to group together points that presented the same distance from the sensor in terms
of x, y or both axes, from P1–P3, while P0 corresponds to the depth sensor position. For example,
P3 are the points with a distance of 50 cm from the sensor along the x axis and aligned along y axis;
P2 are the points with a distance of 50 cm from the sensor along the y axis and aligned along x axis,
and so on. This differentiation has been kept in order to ensure a more complete evaluation that takes
into account x and y axes in both separate and joint configurations.
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Figure 8. The technical setup to evaluate the proposed gaze estimator. A person is standing in front of
the panel where nine circular markers were stuck. The person is asked to look at each of the markers
on the panel, in a predefined order, and then to confirm that the markers are in their requisite positions.
In the example, the marker on the upper left of the panel is being observed.
The experiments in this phase were carried-out as follows: eight different typically-developed
participants (four adults and four children) were asked to stand at a distance of about 70 cm from
the panel and to look at each of the markers on the panel, in a predefined order. Note that neither
a training nor a calibration phase were performed. For each marker, oral feedback from the participant
confirmed that the markers were in their requisite positions, and this was the trigger to collect the
pertinent gaze direction estimated by the system. The estimated gaze direction was then projected
onto the panel and then compared with ground truth data (known since the topology of the markers
on the panel was fixed and known a priori). In order to simulate different lighting conditions, a lamp
was used and placed in three different positions with respect to the participants. Table 1 reports
the average errors experienced during the performed trials under three different lighting conditions
(artificial light source positioned in front of, on the right and on the left, respectively) for the four
adults involved. Table 2 reports the average errors experienced during the trials (which ran in the
same way as for adults) for the four children involved (age range (60–78) months). Reported errors
(expressed in degrees) were computed as the spatial distances between the marker and the point
determined as the intersection between the estimated gaze ray and the panel. Errors are averaged on
nine different rounds of acquisition that were carried out for each participant (three for each different
lighting condition). From Tables 1 and 2, it is possible to assert that the gathered gaze estimation
performances slightly depend on lighting conditions. Although some errors occurred in the estimation
of gaze directions, they remained in a limited range of degrees that may be tolerated in a behavioral
analysis application context, considering that real-world objects have a consistent visual size. Besides,
it is very important to have found that the errors remained low also when experiments involved
children whose faces have different morphological features than adults’ faces. In particular, the overall
average error considering both axes and configurations (children and adults) is 2.88◦.
Note that the results tend to be distinct for each group of markers, as a consequence of the different
estimated head position, which becomes more sensitive as the yaw and pitch angles grow, and for the
same difficulty in detecting eyes in near-frontal poses. In general, note also that the system shows
better accuracy on the x axis. This is also a consequence of a better precision in the eye detection
stage along this axis due to a more evident circularity. It is quite common indeed that the upper and
lower parts of the border between the pupil and the sclera result in being occluded when the eye is not
wide open.
In the light of these encouraging accuracy results, it is relevant to point out the differences and
the advantages of using the proposed method, especially in critical application contexts, with respect
to the solutions currently available on the market. Commercial non-intrusive eye-trackers are mainly
designed to be used while watching a screen, e.g., with a limited size of the observed area. Besides,
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they require an initial calibration performed for each user in a collaborative setting making use of
calibration points shown on the screen through a specific procedure. As a further binding feature,
they do not allow free head movements, but are constrained in a limited range (this is, for instance,
the case of the Tobii products (https://www.tobii.com/), which is the leading company in this business
area). In light of this, they are not suitable to be used in the operational setups (like the considered
one) where the size of the area is larger than a screen and the calibration procedure cannot be easily
designed and carried out (for example when children are involved, regardless of any neurological
deficits that may be a further obstacle). Concerning the achieved accuracy, it is ineluctable that the
commercial product based on detection of corneal reflection under infrared illumination performs
very well. However, the performances achieved by the proposed approach are not very far from
those. Actually, considering the central part of the panel, e.g., Point P0 (corresponding to the ideal
conditions indicated by the commercial producers), the proposed approach achieved an accuracy of
around one degree, as well (see Table 1). Finally, yet importantly, it should be kept in mind that the
proposed approach has been designed for the specific task of helping the understanding of visual
exploration in natural contexts, where usually the different areas of interest are not very close in space,
and additionally, each of them has a dimension related to objects in the scene. This implies that a weak
loss in accuracy (as actually experienced with respect to the commercial eye-tracker data sheet report)
can only marginally affects the overall analysis of the visual exploration behavior. On the other side,
the benefits of having a calibration-free system are quite remarkable in terms of technical setup since
they make the system suitable for use with non-collaborative individuals (e.g., ASD children or, more
generally, neurologically-impaired persons). Anyway, the practical and functional advantages of using
the proposed method in a clinical context for the visual observation of the behavior will be better
pointed out in the next subsection.
Table 1. Experienced gaze estimation errors under varying lighting conditions (light source described
in the second column) with 4 typically-developed adults. The headers of the columns Std x and Std y
stand for standard deviation along x and y axes respectively.
Errors (deg)
x y Std x Std y
P0
Frontal 0.99 1.23 0.30 0.52
Left 1.05 1.43 0.40 0.66
Right 1.25 1.98 0.43 0.78
P1
Frontal 4.22 3.92 1.66 1.88
Left 4.80 4.33 1.83 2.04
Right 6.00 5.07 2.31 2.14
P2
Frontal 3.50 1.80 1.06 1.28
Left 3.77 1.99 1.09 1.31
Right 4.98 2.16 1.12 1.44
P3
Frontal 1.89 2.21 0.80 0.77
Left 2.03 2.83 1.33 1.44
Right 3.09 4.37 2.01 2.15
Average
Frontal 2.46 2.29 0.95 1.11
Left 2.91 2.00 1.16 1.36
Right 3.83 3.39 1.46 1.60
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Table 2. Experienced gaze estimation errors under varying lighting conditions (light source described
in the second column) with 4 typically-developed children. The headers of the columns Std x and Std
y stand for standard deviation along x and y axes respectively.
Errors (deg)
x y Std x Std y
P0
Frontal 1.04 1.27 0.38 0.60
Left 1.11 1.42 0.48 0.71
Right 1.31 1.99 0.47 0.82
P1
Frontal 4.34 3.95 1.68 1.90
Left 5.04 4.63 1.86 1.99
Right 6.35 5.18 2.41 2.44
P2
Frontal 3.57 1.89 1.06 1.31
Left 4.01 2.05 1.19 1.34
Right 5.00 2.19 1.19 1.47
P3
Frontal 2.10 2.29 0.88 0.79
Left 2.01 2.88 1.39 1.50
Right 3.17 4.43 2.13 2.18
Average
Frontal 2.76 2.35 1.00 1.15
Left 3.04 2.24 1.23 1.38
Right 3.95 3.44 1.55 1.72
4.2. Exploitation of the System in a Real ASD Treatment Scenario
In this section, a demonstration trial of how the proposed gaze estimation system could be
exploited in a real ASD treatment scenario is given. By exploiting its main features (no invasive
equipment to wear, neither calibration nor training), it was possible to introduce the system and
subsequently to collect its outcomes while therapies for treating ASD with the ESDM program were
taking place. As explained in the introductory section, the ESDM program is built on the child’s
spontaneous interests and game choice delivered in a natural setting. In the considered setup, a closet
containing specific toys, which were neatly disposed by the therapist, is placed in the therapy room.
When a child enters the room, he is helped by the therapist to open the closet and invited to choose
a toy. It is important to highlight that in this specific task of the therapeutic program, only the use of
an automatic system can allow caregivers to capture visual exploration details and, as a consequence,
to better understand the behavior of the child in perception tasks. Indeed, on the one hand, health
professionals have no chance to observe the child from a frontal point of view, and on the other hand,
they have also to address practical issues, as leading the child to the closet and encouraging him/her
to pick a toy. Figure 9 illustrates an example of the disposition of the toys in the closet. The closet has
a size of 85 cm × 195 cm, but only three sectors (the bottom most ones) have been used, considering
the age and the height of the involved children (see Table 3). Thus, the useful part has a size of
85 cm × 117 cm . The approximate distance between the eyes and the targets varies in the range
50/70 cm, and thus, the precision of the system can be assumed comparable with the one reported
in Tables 1 and 2. In Figure 9, the nine 2D-Areas Of Interest (AOI), corresponding to nine different
portions of the closet where toys can be placed, are highlighted. The set of employed toys changes
for each child, following the personal strategy and work methodology of the therapist. A Microsoft
Kinect sensor was hidden in the area corresponding to Cell #2. In this area, a boxed toy was placed,
as well; therefore, all nine cells represent assessable areas of interest. Furthermore, the green LED of
the sensor has been darkened, to avoid attracting the child’s attention and then affecting his choice.
When operating, the system collected gaze data as gaze hits on each AOI. Gaze hits were subsequently
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aggregated at different levels, resulting in a wealth of psycho-physical measures. In particular, the
following parameters have been extracted from the system:
• Fixation count: the number of fixations on a specific AOI. A fixation was accounted if at least
15 consecutive frames present a hit on the same AOI;
• First fixation: the first AOI on which the system accounts a fixation after closet opening;
• Sequence: the ordered list of AOIs observed by the child in terms of fixations;
• Most viewed toy: the AOI with the highest number of hits.
For each session, extracted data were completed by the record of the AOI containing the chosen
toy. This last datum was introduced into the system by the therapist.
Data acquired by the depth sensor were processed by the gaze estimation algorithm running
on an Ultrabook Intel i3 CPU @ 1.8 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. With the aforementioned hardware
and software configurations, on average, an estimate was available every 0.11 s, i.e., a frequency of
9.1 hits per second was achieved. The use of a notebook available on the mainstream market was
done in order to experiment also with the feasibility of arranging temporary installations (since the
notebook can be easily placed on the topmost shelf of the closet with a relatively straightforward
concealment of cables). In order to not miss information about visual exploration (i.e., to process each
acquired frame independently of the available computational resources), a large buffer was introduced.
This way, all the acquired frames were processed, and the final outcome of the system was available
with a variable delay depending on the duration of each acquisition session and on the processing
resources, as well. This means that estimations of gaze hits are, in any case, temporarily deferred by
about 30 ms (i.e., all frames, acquired at 30 fps, are processed). In light of this additional consideration
and following the above definition, it is possible to state that a fixation occurs when the gaze track
remains in the same AOI for about half a second (i.e., 500 ms). It is well known that normal fixations
are about 200–300 ms, but we found several studies [67,68] stating that the duration of each fixation can
range from a hundred to several thousand milliseconds since it is influenced by exogenous properties
such as object movement and luminance, as well as by endogenous properties such as the participant’s
processing speed, vigilance levels and interest in the information at the point fixated. Summing up the
duration of each fixation depends on the complexity of the environment to be explored and on the
mental functions and age of the individuals. Since the evaluation of the durations of fixations in the
considered setup was not in the scope of the paper (it might be in the future), we decided to set the
minimum fixation length to half a second, which is just a trade off between normal expected durations
(suggested by the reviewer as well) and longer durations experienced in the aforementioned papers in
the case of infants and even more if they are affected by ASD.
Data acquisition was carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical
Association (Declaration of Helsinki) [69]. Informed consent was obtained for experimentation with
human subjects (from the children’s caregivers).
The sample consisted of three children (mean age: 75.66 months, range: 68–80 months), recruited
at the Pervasive Healthcare Center of the Institute of Applied Sciences and Intelligent Systems of
the National Research Council of Italy in Messina. The diagnostic assessment was based on the
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule, Griffith’s Developmental Scale, Vineland Adaptive Scale,
McArtur Language Test and Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL). Table 3 shows gender, age and Griffith’s
Developmental Scale [70,71] for each child involved in the experimental phase.
Children #1 and #2 were involved only in one data acquisition session. Child #3 was instead
involved in two different sessions: the first one took place the same day as for the remaining children,
whereas the second one took place exactly two weeks later.
This additional data acquisition session was implemented with the aim of verifying in the field
the ability of the proposed approach to objectively detect possible temporal variations in the clinical
diagnosis of the involved child.
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Figure 9. An example of toys disposition in the closet.
Table 3. Children gender, age and Griffith’s Developmental Scale.
Child Gender Age (months) Griffith’s Developmental Scale
#1 Male 68 92
#2 Male 80 85
#3 Male 79 86
During sessions, data were continuously acquired: when the child opened the closet, his face was
detected, and the subsequent algorithmic pipeline started. The child’s gaze track was then computed,
projected on the image plane, and then, its intersection with the toys’ AOIs was computed. Thanks to
the known geometry of the closet, it was possible to intersect these hits with regions that enclose
toys, and then useful information about visual exploration was extracted and recorded for each child.
Moreover, the achieved 2D visual exploration on the closet plane was tracked over time, and at the
end, this information was related to the chosen toy by means of the corresponding AOI. After data
acquisition started, data samples were immediately processed. Anyway, the proposed framework
allows the users to perform also an afterward off-line analysis of acquired data. This operating mode
was implemented for debugging purposes, but it was also exploited by the caregivers (traditionally
reluctant about technological tools) who had in this way the possibility to vouch for the correspondence
between the extracted data and the actual behavior of the child.
Figure 10 shows the computed hit-maps for Children #1 and #2 in Table 3. The color scale tracks
the temporal occurrences of the hits: the lightest colors refer to the beginning of the visual exploratory
session, whereas the darkest colors refer to the final part of the session.
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Figure 10. The computed hit-map for Children #1 (left) and #2 (right).
The qualitative analysis of acquired gaze hits highlights that Child #1 selected a toy after a very
quick exploration; his first fixation was in AOI 5, and the most viewed toy was in AOI 2. There were
no relations between his visual exploration and the selected toy since he finally chose the one in AOI 7.
The second child performed a bigger number of gaze hits than the first one. At the end, he
selected the last observed toy (in AOI 4). Finally, for the third child, two acquisition sessions (indicated
as Sessions A and B), at a distance of two weeks, were carried out. The corresponding hit-maps
automatically extracted by the system are reported in Figure 11.
Figure 11. The computed hit map for Child #3, Sessions A (left) and B (right).
In the first session, the system highlighted different behaviors during the child’s visual exploration
phase: at the beginning, a long exploration of toys was observed, then the child focused on a specific
point, and finally, he took the corresponding toy (in AOI 1). This child had, in general, a higher number
of gaze hits than the former children. The selected toy was by far also the most observed, since he
spent much time looking at it. In the second experimental session, the same child performed a very
similar behavior: the session had a similar length to the previous one, and again, the choice of the toy
matched the AOI with the highest number of gaze hits. The selected toy was also the last one observed
before making the decision after a whole exploration of the closet content.
The number of hits on each area of interest of the closet (assuming the same labeling as in Figure 9)
is reported in Table 4, where the most viewed toy in each experimental session is highlighted using
bold characters. Taking into account also temporal information, it is possible to perform the more
exhaustive behavioral analysis that is reported in Table 5 and that can be considered the final outcome
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of the proposed system. It follows that, through the analysis of the content of Table 5, the therapists
involved in the clinical sessions can draw more objective conclusions about the diagnosis or assessment
of the disease with respect to the approach without technological support. This is a considerable result
considering that wearable or calibration-dependent devices (as commercial eye-trackers are) cannot be
exploited in the case of children in the considered age group, which is the more relevant for a proper
diagnosis or assessment of ASD.
Table 4. Account of visual hits for each experimental session.
Sector Child 1 Child 2 Child 3 A Child 3 B
#1 2 26 67 33
#2 82 51 44 30
#3 10 8 33 60
#4 20 13 23 4
#5 46 47 41 8
#6 10 62 12 17
#7 17 0 1 75
#8 9 0 1 1
#9 1 0 4 20
Table 5. Final outcomes of the proposed system.
Metric Child 1 Child 2 Child 3 A Child 3 B
Fixation Count 4 4 7 9
Sequence 5-2-5-7 2-1-5-6 5-2-3-5-4-2-1 1-9-6-3-1-7-3-2-7
First Fixation Cell 5 2 5 1
Selected Toy 7 4 1 7
Most Viewed Toy 2 6 1 7
For example, concerning Child #1, the collected data showed that the selected toy was not the
most viewed one (AOI 2), but the last one viewed (AOI 7). This numerical evidence confirmed the
expectations of the therapist since the child usually presented repetitive and stereotypical behaviors
and, in addition, the grabbed toy was his preferred one considering that he already chose it in clinical
sessions. However, the system made it possible to discover additional and unknown behavioral
features: the child expressed a strong interest also in two other toys (corresponding to AOI 5 and
AOI 2, respectively) that he never chose, even in the foregoing sessions. In light of this new acquired
knowledge (that was not possible to get without the proposed system), the therapist could decide to
modify the disposition of the toys, for example putting Toys #2 and #5 next to the preferred one trying,
in this way, to produce different stimuli to the child, encouraging him to vary the way he plays, since
it would represent a strong advancement for him in light of the well-known problem of repetitive
behaviors that characterize autism [72].
The second child showed another typical behavior that characterizes autism, i.e., the tendency
of taking unusual postures and showing overexciting behaviors [73], demonstrating also that he
feels uncomfortable and agitated during social interactions. The use of the proposed system allowed
healthcare personnel to understand the impact of this clinical profile on visual exploration behavior.
From the the data extracted by the system, a series of large (horizontal) movements of the gaze direction
and no correlation between observation and the final choice of the toy were evident.
The case of Child #3 is even more interesting, since this case-study showed the differences in
visual exploration in two different sessions pointing out even better the huge potential of a system
able to extract a quantitative evaluation of visual exploratory behaviors. In particular, the system
reported that in the first session, the child performed a quite complete exploration of the closet before
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choosing the toy. In light of this, in order to better verify his exploration ability, in the second session,
the therapist changed the whole set of toys. In other words, in the second session, the child dealt with
a closet containing toys he never had seen before. The system supplied numerical evidence that, in this
case, the child performed a different exploration behavior: he took more time to make a decision and
looked at the same toy many times. The evidence of this visual exploration behavior demonstrated to
the healthcare personnel that the child can successfully undertake a therapeutic path to improve his
capability to interact with the surrounding environment.
It is indisputable that the above results are preliminary, but at the same time, they are irrefutable
proof that the proposed system can represent an effective tool to obtain detailed information about the
exploratory behaviors in children with ASD. As experienced in practice, this additional information
can help to carry out more specific therapeutic paths (for example by incrementally optimizing the toy
disposition in the closet), but also to better assess developmental disorders.
A final consideration is due to how the AOIs’ boundary areas have been handled. It is
straightforward that making a discretization of the observed region (instead of modeling it as
continuous through a regression scheme) can result in a loss of accuracy. In other words, we did not
ignore the fact that the gaze estimation errors, computed in Section 4.1, can misplace some hits when
they lie close to the borders of the AOIs.
In order to give measured data about the estimation of misplaced hits, the offline operation mode
of the system (described in Section 4.2 and allowing the user to check frame-by-frame the system
outcomes and to match them with the corresponding acquired images) was exploited, and the number
of gaze hits lying in the uncertainty regions of the AOI was computed for each experimental session.
An uncertainty region was formally defined as the portion of the AOI having a distance from the
adjacent AOI that is less than the average estimated error on the observed plane. Please note that
uncertainty regions took place only around vertical borders of the AOIs since the objects were placed on
different shelves of the closet, and so, horizontal borders of the AOIs were never adjacent. The average
linear misplacement error on the observing plane was estimated by the cord calculation formula:
ErrorLinear = 2× D× sin(Errorangular/2)
where D is the distance between the plane and the user and Errorangular was set to 2.88◦, i.e., the average
angular error estimated during the preliminary tests reported in the previous subsection. This way,
an area having a width of ErrorLinear = 3.5 cm was placed around each vertical border of the AOIs,
and the gaze hits intersecting those areas were finally accounted for. This resulted in Table 6.
Table 6. Estimation of gaze hits in uncertainty regions.
Total Number of Hits Hits in the Uncertainty Regions Uncertainty Ratio
Child 1 197 25 12%
Child 2 207 28 13%
Child 3A 226 22 9.7%
Child 3B 248 18 7.2%
From the above table, it is possible to realize that the number of hits in the uncertainty regions
is a very small portion of the total amount of counted hits (10.5% on average). Besides, since gaze
hits were subsequently aggregated to get psycho-physical measures, the effects of the occurrences
of misplaced hits are further reduced, and thus, it is possible to conclude that they can only very
marginally affect the overall evaluation of the visual behavioral patterns. We are perfectly aware that
if there were a need for greater granularity in the detection plan (that is, a larger number of targets and
smaller ones), it would be necessary to model the areas of uncertainty in the process of visual image
reconstruction. However, we believe that this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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5. Conclusions
A study about the challenging task of understanding visual exploration in children with ASD
has been proposed. It employs a low-cost, non-invasive, safe and calibration-free gaze estimation
framework consisting of two main components performing user’s head pose estimation and eye pupil
localization on data acquired by an RGBD device. The technique has been used in a scenario where
a closet containing specific toys, which are neatly disposed by the therapist, is opened to the child,
who freely chooses the desired toy that will be subsequently used during therapy. The system has
been tested with children with ASD and during different sessions, allowing understanding of their
choices and preferences, allowing one to optimize the toy disposition for cognitive-behavioral therapy.
The motivation of this work is that the early detection of developmental disorders is key to child
outcome, allowing interventions to be initiated that promote development and improve prognosis.
Research on ASD suggests that behavioral markers can be observed late in the first year of life. Many
studies have involved extensive frame-by-frame video observation and analysis of a child’s natural
behavior. Although non-intrusive, these methods are extremely time-intensive, and they require a high
level of observer training. With the goal of aiding and augmenting the visual analysis capabilities in the
evaluation and developmental monitoring of ASD, a computer vision tool to observe specific behaviors
related to ASD elicited during toy selection tasks, providing both new challenges and opportunities in
video analysis, has been proposed. We are aware that identification of saccades, actually achievable
only by employing a commercial eye tracker, is another fundamental parameter to be monitored in
visual attention studies; anyway, it is important to highlight that the usage of the proposed system has
a number of advantages with respect to simply putting into operation one of the eye trackers available
on the market. First of all, it takes into account all the most relevant parameters of interest during
a visual exploration of the participant: for example, it is possible to obtain a precise estimation of the
number of gaze hits, the sequence of points of interest and where the attention goes first. In addition,
it allows the participants to be monitored in a completely natural way, i.e., without requiring any
initial calibration, nor constraints about their position. Moreover, the proposed system is considerably
inexpensive compared to commercial eye tracker solutions. In light of the above and of the very
encouraging experimental results, it is possible to assert that this study could provide a new pathway
towards inexpensive and non-invasive techniques for evaluating the focus-of-attention in autistic
children. Future developments will investigate the possibility to increase system performances in
terms of accuracy in the estimation of gaze hits. This will allow testing it even in the case of setups
with small and partially superimposed objects of interest. Moreover, the evaluation of the system on
a larger number of therapeutic sessions will be addressed (involving other children even of different
ages), in order to evaluate any possible correlation between different children when toy disposition
varies, as well as to mark out behavioral changes of the same child.
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